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Excluding Derivatives would gut the planned FTT 

 

Eleven European states are poised to agree an international Financial Transactions 

Tax before European Parliament elections in May.  However, closed-door negotiations 

amongst France and Germany may tie things up before then. There is a concern, that the 

initial draft of the EU Commission might be watered down. 

In particular, France is kow-towing to the financial sector’s demands, and is seeking 

to exempt derivatives from the tax.  All major studies agree that exempting derivatives 

would lose at least two-thirds of the revenue expected from a broad-based EU-11 tax on 

shares, bonds and derivatives. In other words, about €21bn1 across the eleven states. 

Furthermore, the damage could be even worse, because if derivatives are excluded then 

they become the avenue for avoiding the remaining tax on shares and bonds. Exempting 

them would gut the tax. 

DIW estimate that taxing derivatives will earn France approximately €7bn of a total 

€11bn in FTT revenue (and similarly for Germany)2. It will take more than a decade of 

revenue from France’s existing FTT to repay French taxpayers for their bailout of DEXIA 

alone.3 This is much too long.  The expected revenue from taxing derivatives would repay 

taxpayers in a single year. 

Furthermore, exempting derivatives means letting off the hook the very instruments 

that were pivotal to the collapse of the financial system in 2008.  Applying the FTT 

across a broad base is key to the tax’s market-stabilising properties, and if derivatives are 

exempted, the tax will create a perverse incentive to trade them even more. This is already a 

problem: between April 2010 and April 2013 the amount of OTC trading of interest rate 

derivatives in Germany doubled to more than $100bn a day.4 Every three weeks or so, the 

equivalent of the combined GDP of the entire EU is traded via euro-denominated interest 

rate derivatives,5 with euro denominated trades now making up almost half of this global 

asset market. 

The political risk lies not in introducing an overly expansive FTT but precisely the 

opposite – taxing only traditional assets, and thus potentially losing both revenue and 

credibility. Despite not possessing a financial centre anywhere near the size of the City of 

London, Brazil’s FTT raises over four times the amount of UK stamp duty because it is more 

broadly based. 6 
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1
 The European Commission estimated that 62% of the expected €34bn in revenue will stem from derivatives, with the German 

Institute for Economic Research (DIW) arguing that 66% of a €37.4bn total would come from derivatives. See DIW, ibid., and 
EC, Impact Assessment of the EU-11 FTT (February, 2013) at 
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/swd_2013_28_en.pdf 
2
 See page 5, DIW, Financial Transaction Tax: Economic and Fiscal Effects of the Implementation of a Financial Transaction 

Tax in Germany, (July 2013) at http://www2.weed-online.org/uploads/diw_document_english_translation_summary.pdf 
3
 Losses to the French taxpayer were estimated at €6.6bn in 2013, by the National Auditor Cour des Comptes. See ‘France’s 

losses on Dexia bailout hit €6.6bn’, Financial Times, 18th July 2013. Revenues for the French FTT in st first 12 months were 
€600m according to the Finance Ministry. 
4
 All via BIS, Triennial Central Bank Survey, (April, 2013), http://www.bis.org/publ/rpfx13ir.pdf 

5
 Fifteen trading days at $1.146tn equals $17.19tn, via BIS, ibid. 

6
 Salman Saheen, ‘Britain Must Adopt a Financial Transaction Tax, 12 December 2013, 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/salman-shaheen/financial-transaction-tax-britain_b_4426984.html 
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